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Abstract

In past studies of the Korean and Japanese morphological passives (KMP
and JMP), emphasis has been put on their similarities. To explain their dif-
ferences (e.g. only the JMP has a subvariety called indirectpassive), several
authors have attempted to capture the relation between the KMP and JMP on
a continuous scale, where the KMP is more “restricted” than the JMP. The
“continuity” approach to the KMP/JMP is, however, hard to maintain for
two reasons. First, under the continuity hypothesis it is hard to explain the
link between the KMP/JMP and their related constructions: i.e. the causative
for the former and the spontaneous, potential, and honorificfor the latter.
Second, the continuity hypothesis cannot explain why the two constructions
invoke an adversity implicature under different conditions. I argue that the
KMP and JMP have substantially different core syntax/semantics, and ex-
amine the sources of adversity implicatures associated with them. The KMP
is semantically monostratal, and is associated with a construction-specific
adversative meaning (conventional implicature). By contrast, the JMP en-
codes the triadic relation of “lack of control” among an agent, an undergoer,
and an event; the adversative meaning of the indirect passive is derived as a
conversational implicature.
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1 Introduction
Korean and Japanese morphological passives (henceforth KMP and JMP) exhibit
certain similarities, such as:

(1) a. Possessive passive: the KMP and JMP both have a subvariety called
possessive passive (or retained object passive), which arecrosslin-
guistically not as widely attested as “direct” passives.

b. Case marking patterns: the KMP and JMP exhibit similar case
marking patterns. In particular, the demoted agent can be marked
either by the dative case or other obliques such asey uyhayandni
yotte.

c. Adversative effect implicature: In both the KMP and JMP, under
certain conditions an adversative effect on the referent ofthe subject
is implicated.

At the same time, there are several interesting differencesbetween the KMP and
JMP. For example, for a Korean possessive passive, the relation between the sub-
ject and the retained object must be one of direct (typicallyinalienable) posses-
sion that entails physical contiguity, while for a Japanesepossessive passive any
“pragmatically significant” relation (ownership, kinship, etc.) is sufficient. Fur-
thermore, the JMP has a subvariety called indirect passive,where no significant re-
lation is required between the subject and an argument selected for by the stem; as
a consequence, a passive whose stem is an intransitive is possible only in Japanese.

Based on such observations, several authors have attemptedto capture the re-
lation between the KMP and JMP on a continuous scale of some requirement,
where the KMP is more “restricted” than the JMP (Shibatani (1985), Washio
(1993), Chung (1993), among others). Shibatani (1985), forexample, argues that
the Japanese passive has greater latitude than the Korean passive with regard to
the indirectness of the effect on the subject posed by the described event.1

Such “continuity” approaches to the KMP/JMP are, however, hard to maintain
for two reasons. First, under the continuity hypothesis it is hard to explain the link
between the KMP/JMP and their related constructions: i.e. the causative (among
others) for the former and the spontaneous, potential, and honorific for the latter.
Second, the continuity hypothesis cannot explain the fact that the conditions under
which the KMP and JMP invoke an adversative implicature are different: while
in Korean both direct and possessive passives generally implicate an adversative
effect on the referent of the subject, in Japanese an adversative implicature arises
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only in an indirect passive (which is not attested in Korean at all).
In this paper, I argue that the KMP and JMP have substantiallydifferent core

syntax/semantics, and that adversity implicatures associated with the two con-
structions arise from distinct sources. The KMP is semantically monostratal, and
is associated with a construction-specific adversative meaning (conventional im-
plicature). By contrast, the JMP encodes the triadic relation of “lack of control”
among an agent, an undergoer, and an event; the adversative meaning of the indi-
rect passive is derived as a conversational implicature.

2 Korean morphological passives: basic facts
Korean has various types of passives, which are often classified as: lexical, mor-
phological, and analytic (Yeon (2003), Lee Kwak (1994), Hong (1991), Choi
(1975)). Lexical passives include “suppletive” passive forms (e.g.macta ‘be
hit’ in contrast tochita/ttaylita ‘hit’) and compound verbs of the form: Verbal
Noun+patta ‘receive’/toyta ‘become’/tanghata‘suffer’, etc. Passive verbs with
tanghataconvey the meaning of adversity on the subject.

Morphological passives are formed with one of the four allomorphs:-i, -hi, -li ,
and-ki. The Korean morphological passive is not productive, though probably it
used to be in earlier stages of Korean (Yeon (2003), Park (1994)); the passivization
with -i/hi/li/ki is possible only for a subset of transitive verbs, but not forditransi-
tive verbs likecwuta‘give’ and tulita ‘present’, and experiential/perceptual verbs
like alta ‘know’ and nukkita‘feel’ (Yeon (2003, 109)). The syntactic and seman-
tic characteristics of the morphological passive will be discussed in Section 2.1
and 2.2, respectively.

Finally, the analytic passive has the form Vstem-{e/a}-ci-, wheree anda are
infinitive endings andci- (‘become’) is an auxiliary verb.Ci- has multiple uses,
such as potential, inchoative, and passive (Yeon (2003, 111-5)). The analytic
passive is, unlike the morphological passive, productive;i.e., all transitive verbs
(except compound verbs of the form: Verbal Noun+hata, which are passivized
with patta, etc.; see above) can be passivized withci-. The agent phrase in an
analytic passive may be expressed only with the particle-ey uyhay‘by’, while in
a morphological passive the agent can be marked either with-ey uyhayor with
the dative marker-eykey. Also, an analytic passive typically implies that the de-
noted process involves difficulties and its accomplishmentbenefits the (implicit
or explicit) agent.

In the rest of this section, I illustrate properties of the morphological passive
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in some detail.

2.1 Varieties of Korean morphological passives

The KMP has two subvarieties: “direct” and “possessive” (the latter is also re-
ferred to as the affected construction, retained object passive, etc.; cf. Chung
(1993), K. Kim (1994), Yeon (2003)).

(2) direct passive

a. Kay-ka
dog-Nom

Inho-lul
Inho-Acc

mul-ess-ta.
bite-Past-Ind

‘The dog bit Inho.’
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
kay-hanthey
dog-Dat

mul-li-ess-ta.
bite-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho was bitten by the dog.’

(3) possessive passive

a. Kay-ka
dog-Nom

Inho-uy
Inho-Gen

tali-lul
leg-Acc

mul-ess-ta.
bite-Past-Ind

‘The dog bit Inho’s leg.’
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
kay-hanthey
dog-Dat

tali-lul
leg-Acc

mul-li-ess-ta.
bite-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho got his leg bitten by the dog.’
cf. (an active sentence with posessor ascension)

Kay-ka
dog-Nom

Inho-lul
Inho-Acc

tali-lul
leg-Acc

mul-ess-ta.
bite-Past-Ind

‘The dog bit Inho on his leg.’

The case marking patterns of the direct/possessive passives can be schema-
tized as follows:

(4) direct passive (Korean)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/ey uyhay‘by’ } Vtr-{i/hi/li/ki } . . .

(5) possessive passive (Korean)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/ey uyhay‘by’ } NP3-Acc Vtr-{i/hi/li/ki } . . .
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In a possessive passive, the relation of direct (typically inalienable) possession
must hold between the subject and the retained object (see below).

Following the standard view, I will assume that both the direct/possessive pas-
sives are syntactically/semantically monostratal (Hong (1991), Yeon (2003); but
cf. Washio (1993), Chung (1993)).

2.2 Semantic/pragmatic conditions

2.2.1 Animacy constraint

When a verb has a passive form with-i/hi/li/ki , the choice between the active/passive
is constrained by animacy (Klaiman (1991, 171-5), Yeon (2003, 129-33)). That
is, when the agent is animate and the patient is inanimate, asa rule only the active
form is acceptable; when the agent is inanimate and the patient is animate, the
passive form must be chosen.

(6) a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

kapang-ul
bag-Acc

cip-ess-ta.
lift-Past-Ind

‘Inho lifted the bag.’
b. *Kapang-i

bag-Nom
Inho-eykey
Inho-Dat

cip-hi-ess-ta.
lift-Pass-Past-Ind

‘The bag was lifted by Inho.’ (intended)

(7) a. *Khal-i
sword-Nom

Inho-lul
Inho-Acc

ccilu-ess-ta.
pierce-Past-Ind

‘The sword pierced Inho.’ (intended)
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
khal-ey
sword-Dat

ccil-li-ess-ta.
pierce-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho was stabbed (pierced by a sword).’

Passives derived from certain verbs, however, allow an inanimate subject when
the agent is (i) implicit or (ii) marked by-ey uyhay‘by’; when the dative marker-
eykeyis used instead, the sentence becomes unacceptable or awkward (Park (1994,
197-205)):

(8) Ku
that

phan-i
record-Nom

(manhi)
much

kulk-hi-ess-ta.
scratch-Pass-Past-Ind

‘That phonograph record got scratched.’
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(9) Ku
that

mun-i
door-Nom

Inho-{ey uyhay/*eykey}
Inho-by/Dat

yel-li-ess-ta.
open-Pass-Past-Ind

‘That door was opened by Inho.’

(10) Ku
that

namuskac-i
tree.branch-Nom

Inho-{ey uyhay/?eykey}
Inho-by/Dat

kkek-i-ess-ta.
break-Pass-Past-Ind

‘That tree branch was broken by Inho.’

A possessive passive, unlike a direct passive, always requires an animate subject.

2.2.2 Adversity implicature

Unlike the analytic passive, the morphological passive typically conveys the mean-
ing of adversity against the subject (Park (1994), K. Kim (1994), among others).
In the possessive passive in (11), for example, it is impliedthat the referent of the
subject, Inho, is adversely affected by the denoted process:2

(11) Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

meli-lul
hair-Acc

kkakk-i-ess-ta.
cut-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho got his hair cut by Mina (against his will).’

K. Kim (1994, 341) provides illustrative data to support this point:

(12) a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-uy
Mina-Gen

tung-ul
back-Acc

kulk-ess-ta.
scratch-Past-Ind

‘Inho scratched Mina’s back.’
b. Mina-ka

Mina-Nom
Inho-eykey
Inho-Dat

tung-ul
back-Acc

kulk-hi-ess-ta.
scratch-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Mina had her back scratched by Inho.’

The active sentence (12a) can depict either a situation where Inho did Mina a favor
by scratching her itchy back, or one where Inho scratched Mina with malicious in-
tention to hurt her. The corresponding passive sentence (12b), by contrast, allows
only the latter kind of interpretation.

The adversative implicature is absent when the subject of a passive is inani-
mate (and thus cannot be adversely affected; see (8) and (9)).
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2.2.3 Pragmatic relation to license a possessive passive

In a possessive passive, the subject and the retained objectmust be in the relation
of direct possession. That is, the retained object must be either a body part of the
subject, or at least physically contiguous to the subject. For example, (13) implies
that Inho grabbed the skirt that Mina was wearing, and cannotdescribe a situation
where Inho grabbed Mina’s skirt that was stored in a closet.

(13) Mina-ka
Mina-Nom

Inho-eykey
Inho-Dat

sukhethu-lul
skirt-Acc

cap-hi-ess-ta.
hold-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho grabbed Mina’s skirt.’

Some speakers (to varying degrees) allow the extension of the relation between
the subject and retained object to something wider than direct possession, such
as kinship or mere ownership, especially when it is contextually clear that the
denoted process adversely affects the subject.

(14) %Kim-ssi-nun
Kim-Mr.-Top

kay-hanthey
dog-Dat

casik-ul
child-Acc

mul-li-ess-ta.
bite-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Mr. Kim got his child bitten by a dog.’

(15) %Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

kumko-ey
safe-Dat

nehetwu-n
put.into-Rel

ton-ul
money-Acc

ppayas-ki-ess-ta.
take.away-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho got his money, which he stored in the safe, taken away byMina.’

2.3 Related constructions

The morpheme-i/hi/li/ki has several uses other than the passive, including the
causativizer, transitivizer, and ditransitivizer:3
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(16) causative

a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-lul
Mina-Acc

wus-ki-ess-ta.
laugh-Caus-Past-Ind

‘Inho made Mina laugh.’
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
Mina-{eykey/(?)lul}
Mina-Dat/Acc

chayk-ul
book-Acc

ilk-hi-ess-ta.
read-Caus-Past-Ind

‘Inho made Mina read the book.’

(17) transitive
Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

elum-ul
ice-Acc

nok-i-ess-ta.
melt-i-Past-Ind

‘Inho melted the ice.’

(18) ditransitive
Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

aki-{eykey/lul}
baby-Dat/Acc

wuyu-lul
milk-Acc

mek-i-ess-ta.
eat-i-Past-Ind

‘Inho fed milk to the baby.’

The class of verbs that can be causativized with-i/hi/li/ki and the class of verbs
that can be passivized with-i/hi/li/ki do not match, although there is a certain over-
lapping. Yang (1979) lists 91 transitive verbs that can be suffixed with -i/hi/li/ki
and reports that only 34 out of them are fully acceptable bothas passives and
causatives.4

Since the possessive passive and causative with a transitive stem have similar
case marking patterns, sentences with those verbs that can be either passivized or
causativized with-i/hi/li/ki can be ambiguous.5

(19) a. possessive passive
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/ey uyhay} NP3-Acc Vtr-{i/hi/li/ki } . . .

b. causative (with a transitive stem)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/(?)Acc/lo hayekun} NP3-Acc V-{i/hi/li/ki } . . .
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(20) a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

pal-ul
foot-Acc

palp-hi-ess-ta.
step.on-hi-Past-Ind

‘Inho had his foot stepped on by Mina.’ or
‘Inho made Mina step on his foot.’

b. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

son-ul
hand-Acc

cap-hi-ess-ta.
hold-hi-Past-Ind

‘Inho had his hand grabbed by Mina.’ or
‘Inho made Mina grab his hand.’

c. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

tali-lul
leg-Acc

nwul-li-ess-ta.
press-li -Past-Ind

‘Inho had his leg pressed by Mina.’ or
‘Inho made Mina press his leg.’

The causative and passive with-i/hi/li/ki are both attested in the earliest substan-
tial texts in Korean (which date from the 15th century), and thus it is impossible
to identify the path of this semantic divergence from the historical records. Park
(1994, 187-93) hypothesizes that the passive use arose fromthe causative use,
based on the fact that the former has a more “subjective” meaning (namely, ad-
versity; see also E. Kim 1992). This hypothesis is resonant with Haspelmath’s
(1990) remark that the causative is a common source of grammaticalization into
the passive, along with inactive auxiliaries, NP-reflexives, and generalized sub-
ject constructions. As to the relation between the direct and possessive passives,
Park (1994) proposes that these constructions developed through the following
process: (i) the possessive passive (“affected CM (causative marker) construction
I” in his terminology) arose from the causative through a reinterpretation of the
causer as an affectee, and then (ii) the direct passive (“affected CM construction
II”) arose by underspecification of the affected part (“active zone”) of the affectee.
By contrast, Yeon (2003) claims that the possessive passiveis derived from the di-
rect passive by possessor ascension, which is an operation widely attested in the
language.

3 Japanese passives: basic facts
The Japanese passive is formed with the morpheme-(r)are. This section illustrates
the essential syntactic/semantic properties of the construction.
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3.1 Varieties of Japanese passives

The Japanese passive can be classified into three varieties:direct, possessive, and
indirect:6

(21) direct passive

a. Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Ziro-o
Ziro-Acc

nagut-ta.
hit-Past

‘Taro hit Ziro.’
b. Ziro-ga

Ziro-Nom
Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

nagur-are-ta.
hit-Pass-Past

‘Ziro was hit by Taro.’

(22) possessive passive

a. Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Ziro-no
Ziro-Gen

musuko-o
son-Acc

nagut-ta.
hit-Past

‘Taro hit Ziro’s son.’
b. Ziroi-ga

Ziro-Nom
Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

(zibuni-no)
self-Gen

musuko-o
son-Acc

nagur-are-ta.
hit-Pass-Past

‘Ziro i had hisi son hit by Taro.’

(23) indirect passive
Ziro-ga
Ziro-Nom

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

Ken-o
Ken-Acc

nagur-are-ta.
hit-Pass-Past

‘Taro hit Ken, adversely affecting Ziro.’

The subject of a possessive passive must stand in some pragmatically significant
relation (including, but not limited to, the possession relation) with a participant
of the core (subordinate) event, and in most cases can be recovered as a genitive
NP modifying an object in the corresponding active sentence. Indirect passives
do not have corresponding active sentences at all, and they usually implicate an
adversative effect caused by the core event on the subject (see Section 3.2.2).

The case marking patterns of Japanese passives are by and large similar to
those of Korean morphological passives:

(24) direct passive (Japanese)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/ni yotte‘by’ } NP/PP* V-(r)are . . .
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(25) possessive passive (Japanese)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/ni yotte‘by’ } NP/PP* V-(r)are . . .

(26) indirect passive (Japanese)
NP1-Nom NP2-{Dat/(?)ni yotte‘by’ } (NP/PP*) V-(r)are . . .

Unlike in the case of the KMP, the passivization with-(r)are is highly produc-
tive and can be applied to almost any verb, regardless of valence: e.g.,

(27) (direct passive with a ditransitive stem; the dative object promoted)
Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

watas-are-ta.
hand-Pass-Past

‘Taro was handed a book by Hanako.’

(28) (indirect passive with a ditransitive stem)
Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

Ziro-ni
Ziro-Dat

hon-o
book-Acc

watas-are-ta.
hand-Pass-Past

‘Hanako handed Ziro a book, adversely affecting Taro.’

(29) (indirect passive with an intransitive stem)
Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Ziro-ni
Ziro-Dat

abare-rare-ta.
rage-Pass-Past

‘Ziro behaved violently, adversely affecting Taro.’

3.2 Semantic/pragmatic conditions

3.2.1 Animacy constraint

Like in the case of the KMP, the acceptability of a JMP is affected by the animacy
of the arguments. For example, passive sentences with an inanimate subject and
a dative-marked agent tend to sound highly awkward, while the acceptability im-
proves when the agent is marked by-ni yotte‘by’ (Kuroda (1979)). This pattern
is reminiscent of that in Korean.

(30) Kono
this

doa-ga
door-Nom

Taro-{ni yotte/??ni}
Taro-by/Dat

ake-rare-ta.
open-Pass-Past

‘This door was opened by Taro.’
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The effect of animacy on the JMP, however, seems to be somewhat weaker than
that on the KMP. First, possessive passives with an inanimate subject, which are
not allowed in Korean, are acceptable in Japanese (Kubo (1993), Uda (1994)):

(31) a. Kono
this

hon-wa
book-Top

nanimonoka-ni yotte
someone-by

kabaa-o
cover-Acc

yabuk-are-ta.
tear-Pass-Past

‘The cover of this book was torn by someone.’
b. Ooku-no

many
tatemono-ga
building-Nom

tatumaki-ni
tornado-Dat

yane-o
roof-Acc

hukitobas-are-ta.
blow.off-Pass-Past

‘The roofs of many buildings were blown off by the tornado.’

Second, the combination of an inanimate subject and a dative-marked agent is
allowed under certain (not fully understood) conditions. Masuoka (1987, 185-8)
remarks, for example, that such passive sentences are acceptable when the object
of the verb is an “affectum” (i.e. an entity affected by the action denoted by the
verb), but not an “effectum” (an entity created by the actiondenoted by the verb),
etc.:7

(32) a. Sono
that

tera-wa
temple-Top

yokunen
next.year

Nobunaga-ni
Nobunaga-Dat

yakiharaw-are-ta.
burn.down-Pass-Past

‘That temple was burned down by General Nobunaga in the next
year.’

b. *Sono
that

tera-wa
temple-Top

kyuuseeki-zenhan
ninth.century-first.half

Kukai-ni
Kukai-Dat

tate-rare-ta.
build-Pass-Past

‘That temple was built/founded by Priest Kukai in the first half of
the ninth century.’ (intended)

(33) Kinoo,
yesterday

XYZ-ginkoo-no
XYZ Bank-Gen

kane-ga
money-Nom

nanimonoka-ni
someone-Dat

motisar-are-ta.
take.away-Pass-Past

‘XYZ bank’s money was taken away by someone yesterday.’
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(34) Mondai-no
in.question

hamono-ga
knife-Nom

kono
this

atari-de
area-Loc

hannin-ni
culprit-Dat

sute-rare-ta
throw.away-Pass-Past

koto-wa-matigai-na-i.
it.is.certain

‘It is certain that the knife in question was thrown away by the culprit in
this area.’

3.2.2 Adversity implicature

It has been long acknowledged that indirect passives in Japanese implicate an ad-
versative effect on the referent of the subject (Kuno 1973, Kindaichi 1957, among
others). Until the 1990s, however, the distinction betweenthe possessive and in-
direct passives had not been fully recognized in the literature, and the possessive
passive had been considered a subtype of the indirect passive. As authors like Uda
(1994) and Washio (1993) point out, the possessive and indirect passives sharply
differ in that only the latter implicates an adversative effect whether the inherent
meaning of the stem is malefactive (lexically adversative)or not. The following
is a well-known, illustrative example:

(35) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

kodomo-o
child-Acc

home-rare-ta.
praise-Pass-Past

‘Taroi had hisi child praised by Hanako.’ (possessive passive) or
‘Hanakoi praised{heri/the} child, adversely affecting Taro.’ (indirect
passive)

This sentence is ambiguous between a possessive or indirectpassive depending
on whetherkodomois understood as a child of the referent of the subject (Taro)
or not. As indicated by the translations, the adversity implicature doesnot arise
when the subject and the object selected for by the stem standin a “pragmatically
significant” relation (see below). In other words, an adversity implicature comes
about only when the referent of the subject, or of a body part,possessum, etc. of
the subject, is identical to the referent of the object of thestem verb. As far as
adversative meaning is concerned, thus, the possessive passive is analogous to the
direct passive, which does not necessarily implicate an adversative effect on the
subject either:
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(36) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

home-rare-ta.
praise-Pass-Past

‘Taro was praised by Hanako.’ (direct passive; no adversitymeaning)

A passive with an intransitive stem (e.g. (29)) cannot be a direct or possessive
passive, and thus always induces an adversity implicature.

Possessive passives with a lexcially neutral (i.e. neitherbenefactive or male-
factive) stem sometimes conveys a nuance that the subject isadversely affected:8

(37) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

kami-o
hair-Acc

kir-are-ta.
cut-Pass-Past

‘Taro had his hair cut by Hanako.’

A possible source of the nuance of adversity in (37) would be the speaker’s
inference that, if the subject had benefited from hair-cutting, the benefactive (or
“benefactive passive”; cf. Shibatani (1994)) construction with -te morauwould
have been used:9

(38) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

kami-o
hair-Acc

kit-te-morat-ta.
cut-Gerund-Ben.Pass-Past

‘Taro had his hair cut by Hanako.’

This type of adversity connotation can be easily removed with contextual infor-
mation; the following sentence, for example, sounds entirely natural in a situation
where Taro voluntarily had his hair cut by Hanako so that he would look better
(although it is also compatible with a situation where Taro did not want to have
his hair cut):

(39) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

kami-o
hair-Acc

kir-are-te
cut-Pass-Gerund

sarani
more

otokomae-ni
handsome

nat-ta.
become-Past

‘Taro became more good-looking, having had his hair cut by Hanako.’

In this respect, adversity connotation of the Japanese possessive passive contrasts
with that of the Korean possessive passive. The Korean possessive sentence in
(40), which is analogous to (39), sounds strange because of the conflict between
the adversative implicature induced by the construction and the benefactive mean-
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ing of the matrix predicate:

(40) #Inho-ga
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

meli-lul
hair-Acc

kakk-i-ese
cut-Pass-Comp

te
more

mes-is-e-ci-ess-ta.
style-be-Comp-become-Past-Ind

‘Inho became more good-looking, having had his hair cut by Mina.’

In conclusion, the adversity nuance of the Japanese possessive passive is much
more subtle than that of the Japanese indirect passive and that of the KMP, and
thus must be distinguished from them. It arises as a result ofinteractions of fac-
tors like the meaning of the stem, contextual information, contraposition to the
benefactive passive, and should not be directly associatedwith the construction
meaning proper.

3.2.3 Pragmatic relation to license a possessive passive

The pragmatic relation that licenses a Japanese possessivepassive is not limited to
direct possession, but can be any pragmatically significantrelation. For example,
(41) can be interpreted either as a possessive or indirect passive depending on the
contextually understood relation between Taro and Hanako:

(41) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

Ziro-ni
Ziro-Dat

Hanako-o
Hanako-Acc

home-rare-ta.
praise-Pass-Past

That is, if Hanako is Taro’s fiancee, close friend, etc., an adversative effect on
Taro is not implicated; by contrast, if such a relation is notpresent, it is implicated
that Taro was adversely affected by the event of praising (Uda (1994), Washio
(1993)).

3.3 Related constructions

The morpheme-(r)are has three uses besides the passive: spontaneous, potential,
and subject honorific:
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(42) spontaneous
Mukasi-ga
old.time-Nom

sinob-are-ta.
think.about-RARE-Pres

‘Old times came to mind.’

(43) potential
Taro-wa
Taro-Top

yatto
finally

heya-kara
room-from

de-rare-ta.
get.out-RARE-Past

‘Taro finally managed to get out of the room.’

(44) subject honorific
Sensei-ga
teacher-Nom

Taro-o
Taro-Acc

sikar-are-ta.
scold-RARE-Past.

‘The teacher (hon.) scolded Taro.’

The passive and spontaneous uses of-(r)are (and its predecessors-(ra)r/-(ra)y)
are said to be oldest among the four uses; the ambiguity is present in the oldest
records available (which date from the 8th century), and there is no consensus on
which use is prior (Kuginuki (1991), Hashimoto (1969)). Thepotential use of
-(ra)y/-(ra)r emerged before the 9th century, but was limited in negative contexts
until the end of Heian period (A.D. 794-1192); the tendency that the potential
construction occurs with negation continued from the Chusei period (A.D. 1192-
1573) onward. The honorific use arose in the Heian period, butit was then subject
to certain stylistic constraints (Karashima (1993)).

4 “Continuity” approaches to the KMP/JMP and unsolved prob-
lems

In the previous two sections, we observed that the KMP and JMPexhibit certain
similarities (case marking patterns, availability of possessive passives, adversative
implicatures, etc.) while they contrast with one another inseveral respects. The
contrasting properties of the KMP/JMP are summarized in thefollowing table:
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Table I
Korean passives Japanese passives

stem verbs
lexically restricted; lim-
ited to transitive verbs

virtually all verbs can be
passivized, including in-
transitives

subvarieties direct/possessive direct/possessive/indirect
pragmatic rela-
tion to license a
possessive passive

direct possession
any pragmatically sig-
nificant relation

adversative implica-
ture

present unless the sub-
ject is inanimate

present only in the indi-
rect passive

inanimate subject
possible only with a di-
rect possessive without
a dative-marked agent

less restricted than in
Korean

related construc-
tions

causative (among oth-
ers)

spontaneous (among
others)

In past comparative studies of the KMP/JMP, generally emphasis has been put
on their similarities rather than differences; namely, it has been believed that the
two constructions share basic properties and that their main differences should be
attributed to a single factor: directness of the subject’s involvement in the core
event (Shibatani (1985), Washio (1993), Chung (1993); cf. K. Kim (1994); Yeon
(2003)). Shibatani (1985:841-2), for example, argues thatthe Japanese passive
has greater latitude than the Korean passive with regard to the indirectness of
the effect on the subject posed by the described event. According to his view,
the notion of the affected subject is a key semantic propertyof the prototypical
passive. The possessive passive is an extension of the direct passive in that the
subject is indirectly, rather than directly, affected by anevent; the indirect passive
in Japanese is a further extension towards the same direction. In a similar vein,
Washio (1993) attempts to reduce the difference between theKMP and JMP to the
“inclusion restriction.” According to Washio’s analysis,the passives in Korean,
Japanese, etc. encode an event of affecting between the subject and the event
described by the stem verb. The subordinate event may affectthe referent of the
subject in either of the following three ways: the referent of the subject (i) is a
participant in the event, (ii) is related to a participant inthe event, or (iii) simply
receives some effect from the event. While a KMP requires direct or indirect
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inclusion (i.e. (i) or (ii)) of the subject in the core event,a JMP can be licensed by
an exclusion relation (i.e. (iii)).

Although such continuity approaches seem attractive at first glance, close ex-
amination of all relevant facts reveals that they are hard tomaintain. First, under
the continuity hypothesis it is hard to explain the link between the KMP/JMP and
their respective related constructions. As we saw in Section 2, it is commonly be-
lieved that the passive use of-i/hi/li/ki is historically related to the causative use.10

By contrast, it has been argued that the core meaning of-(r)are in Japanese is
antonymous to the causative morpheme-(s)asethat encodes the exercise of con-
trol force (Oshima (2002, in press), Kuginuki (1991), Onoe (1998/9, 2003)). In
Oshima (2002), I argued that the core semantics of the alleged varieties of the
JMP can be analyzed as the triadic relation of “lack of control” among an actor,
an undergoer, and an event (where the first two participants are mapped to the
subject and the dative argument, respectively). Under thishypothesis, the relation
between the passive and spontaneous can be captured as one of“particular” vs.
“general,” and the semantic extension from the passive/spontaneous to the poten-
tial/honorific is given a straightforward account too (Oshima (in press)). Given
that the JMP is antonymous to the causative whereas the KMP has its origin in the
causative (or the other way around; see note 10), it would be rather surprising that
they share core properties and differ only on a single dimension.

Second, the continuity hypothesis cannot explain the fact that the conditions
under which the KMP and JMP invoke an adversative effect implicature are differ-
ent. In the case of the KMP, both direct and possessive passives typically implicate
an adversative effect on the subject. By contrast, in Japanese an adversative im-
plicature arises not in a direct or possessive passive, but only in an indirect passive
(which is not attested in Korean at all). Given that the conditions under which ad-
versative effect implicatures arise are completely disjoint for the KMP and JMP, it
seems reasonable to hypothesize that the two constructionshave different sources
of adversity meaning.

In the following section, I argue that the KMP and JMP have distinct core
semantics, and examine the sources of adversative effect implicatures associated
with each of the two constructions.
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5 On the sources of adversity implicatures
5.1 Korean passives: lexical niches

As we saw in Section 2, KMP’s generally implicate an adversative effect on the
subject. Unlike in the case of the Japanese indirect passive(see below), the ad-
versative implicature induced by a KMP seems to be conventional, rather than
conversational; in other words, the adversative effect is an integral part of the se-
mantics of the KMP (Park (1994, 178-85)).11 In this subsection, I address the
question of how the adversity meaning of the KMP arose, paying special attention
to two factors: (i) the ambiguity of-i/hi/li/ki between the passive and the causative
and (ii) the lexical restriction on the passive (and the causative).

As mentioned above, crosslinguistically it is not uncommonthat a passive de-
velops from a causative, and that the two constructions are realized with a single
morphology (Park (1994), Washio (1993), Koenig and Pederson (1992), among
others). It is not always the case, however, that passive forms that share the same
or a similar morphology with causatives convey an adversative meaning. Con-
sider, for example, the following French examples:

(45) a. Jean
Jean

a
Perf

fait
faire(p.p.)

tuer
kill

son
his

rival.
rival

‘Jean made somebody kill his rival.’ (causative; subject = causer)
b. Jean

Jean
s’est
Refl.Perf

fait
faire(p.p.)

tuer.
kill

‘Jeani made somebody kill himi.’ (reflexive causative; subject =
causer = affectee) or
‘Jean was killed.’ (passive; subject = affectee)

Frenchfaire has a use as a causative auxiliary, as exemplified in (45a); with a re-
flexive clitic like se, it can have either the reflexive causative or passive meaning
(to some extent parallel to Englishhave). Importantly, the passive interpretation
of se fairedoes not necessarily convey an adversative meaning. For example, a
sentence like (46) may have the passive reading yet without implicating an adver-
sative effect on the subject.
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(46) Jean
Jean

s’est
Refl.Perf

fait
faire(p.p.)

sauver
save

par
by

un
a

policier.
police.officer

‘Jean made a police officer save him.’ (reflexive causative) or
‘Jean was saved by a police officer.’ (passive)

The adversative meaning intrinsic to the KMP is arguably related to the lexi-
cal restriction on the construction: i.e., not all transitive verbs can be suffixed with
-i/hi/li/ki , and not all transitive verbs suffixed with-i/hi/li/ki have the passive in-
terpretation. Yang (1979) lists 100 representative transitive verbs, of which 91 can
be suffixed with-i/hi/li/ki (the list is reproduced in the appendix, with notational
modifications).12 According to Yang’s judgement, among the 91 verbs, 34 are
fully acceptable either as passives or causatives; 26 are fully acceptable as pas-
sives and almost fully acceptable as causatives; 9 are fullyacceptable as passives
and marginally acceptable as causatives; 12 are acceptableonly as passives; and
10 are acceptable only as causatives.

The number of verbs that can be used either in a causative or a possessive pas-
sive and thus may cause a sentential ambiguity is further limited, as many verbs
that can be passivized with-i/hi/li/ki cannot be used in a possessive passive; e.g.
it is impossible to form a possessive passive withphulta ‘solve’ or sitta ‘load’,
because a “solvable” or “loadable” entity cannot be a part ofor physically con-
tiguous to an individual.

(47) a. Muncey-ka
problem-Nom

phul-li-ess-ta.
solve-Pass-Past-Ind

‘The problem was solved.’
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

muncey-lul
problem-Acc

phul-li-ess-ta.
solve-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho made Mina solve the problem.’ but
*‘Inho had the problem solved by Mina.’
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(48) a. Ai-ka
child-Nom

napchipem-eykey
kidnapper-Dat

cha-ey
car-to

sil-li-ess-ta.
load-Pass-Past-Ind

‘The child was loaded onto a car by the kidnapper.’
b. Napchipem-i

kidnapper-Nom
puha-eykey
subordinate-Dat

ai-lul
child-Acc

cha-ey
car-to

sil-li-ess-ta.
load-Pass-Past-Ind

‘The kidnapper made his subordinate load the child onto a car.’ but
*‘The kidnapper had the child loaded onto a car by his subordinate.’

K. Kim (1994) reports that, among the 81 verbs in Yang’s list that can be used
in a direct passive, only 18 can be used in a possessive passive.

Table II
causative dir. passive poss. passive # of verbs/91

(i)
√ √ √

6
(ii)

√ √
* 28

(iii) ?
√ √

5
(iv) ?

√
* 21

(v) ??
√ √

3
(vi) ??

√
* 6

(vii) *
√ √

4
(viii) *

√
* 8

(ix)
√

* (*) 10
total: 44 (79) 81 18 91

Let us refer to the class of transitive verbs that allow both the passive and causative
interpretations as Class I (i-vi in Table II; iii-vi are marginal), those that have
only the passive interpretation as Class II (vii-viii), andthose that have only the
causative interpretation as Class III (ix).13 Class I is subdivided into Class Ia (i,
iii, and v), which allows the possessive passive, and Class Ib (ii, iv, and vi), which
does not.14

Although this lexical division is to some extent arbitrary,there seems to be a
certain semantic tendency; namely, verbs that can easily (though not necessarily)
imply an adversative effect on the object or its possessor (“inherently malefactive
verbs,” so to speak) tend to belong to Class II (only passivizable), rather than Class
III (only causativizable).
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Class II (in Yang’s list) includeschata ‘kick’, tulpokkta‘bully, nag’, kulkta
‘scratch’,pakta ‘knock in, drive in’, ppayasta‘deprive’, ccochta‘chase’,ccicta
‘tear, rip’, ppopta‘pull out’. On the other hand, Class III includesnwuta‘excrete’,
ipta ‘put on, wear (clothes)’,multa ‘pay (a fine)’, alta ‘know’, nemta‘go over,
pass’,mathta‘keep, take charge of’,pesta‘take off (clothes)’,ppumta‘blow off’,
sinta‘wear (shoes etc.)’, andphumta‘hold, embrace’.15

A similar contrast is found between Class Ia and Ib too, as discussed in K.
Kim (1994:339-42). We saw above that some verbs in Class I cannot be used
in a possessive passive for straightforward, pragmatic reasons (cf. (47), (48));
for certain other verbs, however, the (un)availability of possessive passives is a
matter of convention. While verbs that easily denote malefactive actions, such
as palpta ‘step on’, kkakkta‘cut’, capta ‘catch, arrest’,nwuluta ‘press’, multa
‘bite’, mwukkta‘bind’, ccikta ‘hack’, milta ‘push’, ttutta ‘pluck, tear off’, caluta
‘cut’, thelta ‘shake off, rob’, andkkekkta‘break, bend’ tend to be used either in
a possessive passive or a direct passive, inherently benefactive verbs likekamta
‘wash (hair)’,takkta‘wipe, polish’,pista‘comb’, andssista‘wash’ tend to be used
only in a direct passive but not in a possessive passive. The following examples
illustrate this lexical contrast:

(49) Inho-nun
Inho-Top

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

sonkalak-lul
finger-Acc

mul-li-ess-ta.
bite-li -Past-Ind

‘Inho had his finger bitten by Mina.’ or
‘Inho made Mary bite his/??her finger.’

(50) Inho-nun
Inho-Top

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

meli-lul
hair-Acc

kam-ki-ess-ta.
wash-ki-Past-Ind

‘Inho made Mina wash his/??her hair.’ but
*‘Inho had his hair washed by Mina.’
(cf. Meli-ka kkaykkusha-key kam-ki-ess-ta. ‘The hair was washed clean.’)

This tendency seems to be motivated by a conversational implicature based
on world knowledge: a reflexive causative action typically benefits, rather than
adversely affects, the causer (= affectee). Observe the following French examples:

(51) a. Jean
Jean

s’est
Refl.Perf

fait
faire(p.p.)

tirer
pull

les
the

cheveux
hair

par
by

un
a

gamin.
kid

‘Jeani made a kid pull hisi hair.’ or
‘Jean had his hair pulled by a kid.’
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b. Jean
Jean

s’est
Refl.Perf

fait
faire(p.p.)

laver
wash

les
the

cheveux
hair

par
by

un
a

coiffeur.
barber

‘Jeani made a barber wash hisi hair.’ or
‘Jean had his hair washed by a barber.’

The sentences in (51) are both ambiguous between the passiveand reflexive causative
interpretations: however, in an ordinary context the predominant interpretation of
(51a) is the passive, while for (51b) the causative reading is more natural. Such
data indicate that the inherent semantics of the subordinate verb is an important
factor to resolve ambiguity between the causative and the passive.

In Korean too, a sentential ambiguity arises typically whena sentence can be
interpreted either as a reflexive causative (in a broad sense) or passive; note that
when the possessor of the stem object of a causative is not explicitly specified, it
is most naturally understood as the referent of the subject (so that the sentence is
interpreted as a reflexive causative). The following two examples are taken from
K. Kim (1994):16

(52) a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

meli-lul
hair-Acc

kkakk-i-ess-ta.
cut-Caus-Past-Ind

‘Inhoi made Minaj cut hisi(/??herj /??hisk) hair.’ (reflexive causative)
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

meli-lul
hair-Acc

kkakk-i-ess-ta.
cut-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho had his hair cut by Mina.’ (passive)

(53) a. Inho-ka
Inho-Nom

Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

son-ul
hand-Acc

cap-hi-ess-ta.
grab-Caus-Past-Ind

‘Inhoi made Minaj grab hisi(/??herj /??hisk) hand.’ (reflexive causative)
b. Inho-ka

Inho-Nom
Mina-eykey
Mina-Dat

son-ul
hand-Acc

cap-hi-ess-ta.
grab-Pass-Past-Ind

‘Inho had his hand grabbed by Mina.’ (passive)

I propose that the lexical division in Korean was propelled by two factors: (i)
the conversational implicature discussed above, which associates reflexive causatives
with benefactive actions, and passives with the complementset (i.e. inherently
benefactive verbs with textit -i/hi/li/ki tend to be used ina reflexive causative, and
inherently malefactive verbs with textit -i/hi/li/ki tendto be used in a passive), and
(ii) the functional bias to reduce ambiguity. The lexical division between Class II
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and III, on the one hand, inhibit the ambiguity at the lexicallevel. The division
between Class Ia and Ib, on the other hand, mitigates the ambiguity at the sen-
tential level (note, for example, that the lexical ambiguity of kamta‘wash’ can be
resolved at the sentential level, as illustrated in (50)).

From the data at hand, however, it is difficult to decide whichof the lexical
division and conventionalization of the adversative meaning was prior in Korean.
Two possible scenarios are:

(54) (i) Lexical division ⇒ Adversative meaning:
(Potentially ambiguous) verbs that easily mean malefactive actions
tend to be used/interpreted as a passive by conversational implica-
ture, and this leads to the conventionalized lexical restriction. The
tendency for derived passive verbs to pragmatically imply an adver-
sative effect on the subject in turn results in the emergenceof the
construction-specific adversative meaning.

(ii) Adversative meaning⇒ Lexical division:
The conventionalization of the association between the passive and
adversative meaning takes place first. This enhances the tendency
that passives are formed with verbs that easily mean malefactive ac-
tions, and leads to the lexical restriction.

As the third possibility, it seems also possible that the twoprocesses occurred
simultaneously, “hand in hand.”

5.2 Japanese passives: lack of control

The adversative effect implicature induced by the indirectpassive in Japanese
is conversational and thus cancelable (see Shibatani (2000, 142), Oshima (2002,
246-7)): e.g.,
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(55) Taro-wa
Taro-Top

totuzen
suddenly

oogon-ni
gold-Dat

hutte-ko-rare-te
fall-come-Pass-Gerund

kyookiranbu-si-ta.
extreme.joy-do-Past

‘Taro was wild with joy as gold suddenly fell down.’

In the literature, it has been discussed that the adversative meaning of the JMP
is closely related to the “inactive” nature of passive sentences, where the subject is
construed as a (physical or mental) affectee who has no control over the described
event (Onoe (1998/9, 2003), Shibatani (2000, 1985)). The link between adver-
sity meaning and the inactive subject is extensively discussed in Oshima (2002),
where I argued that the JPM is syntactically parallel but semantically antonymous
to the causative; that is, the meaning of the passive morpheme -(r)are is the tri-
adic relation of “lack of control,” among an agent, undergoer, and event, while
the meaning of the causative morpheme-(s)aseis the triadic relation of “exert
(positive) control.” The relation between (the meanings of) the passive and the
causative is captured in the multiple-inheritance hierarchy (of lexical semantic
relations; see Davis (2001), Manning et al. (1999)) illustrated below:

(56)

actor-undergoer-event-rel

lack-control-rel exert-control-rel

positive-ex-ct-rel negative-ex-ct-rel factitive-ex-ct-rel permissive-ex-ct-rel

cause-rel perm-neg-ex-ct-rel prohibit-rel permit-rel

Theactor-undergoer-event-relationat the top node is the semantic type that sub-
sumes all triadic relations that involve an actor, an undergoer, and an event, in-
cluding causation, permission, persuasion, etc. (of whichonly a subset is included
in the diagram above). The Japanese causative can mean either causation (facti-
tive causation) or permission (permissive causation) (Shibatani (1976)), and thus
can be understood as their semantic supertype, i.e.positive-exert-control-relation.
The meaning of the passive,lack-control-relation, is a sister type of the supertype
of the meaning of the causative.

This analysis is resonant with the fact that the JMP is historically related to the
spontaneous construction, which depicts a situation construed as “emerging from
environments,” rather than being caused by an external control force (see Oshima
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(in press), Onoe (1998/9, 2003)). It also provides a straightforward account of the
adversative effect implicature induced by the indirect passive. The account goes
as follows. For a statement of the form: “an event P is out ofx’s control” to be
felicitous, there must be some pragmatically significant relation between P andx;
i.e., it must be the case either (i) thatx is directly or indirectly involved in P, or
(ii) that P causes some effect onx. In case (ii), the effect is usually construed as
an adversative one by the inference: “when an uncontrolled event has some effect
on an individual, that effect tends to be a bad one.” The following data illustrate
this point (the connectives +> and +>/ are read as “conversationally implicates”
and “does not conversationally implicate”, respectively):

(57) a. That Patricia nominated himi as her heir was out of Max’si control.
+>/ ‘Max was adversely affected.’

b. That Patricia nominated hisi son as her heir was out of Max’si con-
trol.
+>/ ‘Max was adversely affected.’

c. That Patricia nominated John as her heir was out of Max’s control.
+> ‘Max was adversely affected.’

The three sentences in (57) are semantically nearly equivalent to the three types
of passives given in (58). Importantly, the adversative effect on the individual to
whom the absence of control force is attributed (in this example, Max) arises only
when he is not directly or indirectly (i.e., by being relatedto a participant of the
subordinate event) participating in the subordinate event.
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(58) a. Max-wa
Max-Top

Patricia-ni
Patricia-Dat

soozokunin-to-site
heir-as

simei-s-are-ta.
nominate-Pass-Past

+>/ ‘Max was adversely affected.’
b. Max-wa

Max-Top
Patricia-ni
Patricia-Dat

musuko-o
son-Acc

soozokunin-to-site
heir-as

simei-s-are-ta.
nominate-Pass-Past

+>/ ‘Max was adversely affected.’
c. Max-wa

Max-Top
Patricia-ni
Patricia-Dat

John-o
John-Acc

soozokunin-to-site
heir-as

simei-s-are-ta.
nominate-Pass-Past

+> ‘Max was adversely affected.’

5.3 Summary

In this section I demonstrated that adversative effect implicatures associated with
the KMP and JMP differ in nature and have distinct origins. The former has a
construction-specific conventional implicature, which originates from the conver-
sational implicature that associates reflexive causativeswith benefactive actions
and passives with malefactive actions. The latter has a conversational implicature
derived from the core semantics of the JMP, namely, “lack of control.” Under
these analyses, it naturally follows that an adversative effect is implicated in di-
rect/possessive passives in Korean but only in indirect passives in Japanese.

6 Concluding remarks: constructional analogy
In this paper, I argued that, despite apparent similarities, the KMP and JMP sub-
stantially differ in their core syntax/semantics and cannot be treated as continu-
ous on a single scale. The morphological passivization in Korean is essentially a
linking pattern altering operation that involves promotion of the patient and de-
motion/suppression of the agent. It diverges from the prototypical passive (in Shi-
batani’s (1985) sense), however, in that it may select for the affected part (active
zone) as a retained object, and that it conveys a construction-specific adversative
meaning. By contrast, the JMP encodes the triadic relation of “lack of control” and
has syntactic properties parallel to those of the causative; i.e., the JMP is a kind of
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object control (equi) construction. Certain contrasts between the KMP/JMP, e.g.
the inclusion restriction and contiguity requirement for the KMP and the different
conditions under which an adversative effect implicature arises, naturally follow
from their core syntactic/semantic properties.

At the same time, it should be noted that the JMP and KMP still share basic
pragmatic functions, such as defocusing of the agent and emphasis on the affect-
edness of the patient. Metaphorically, the relation between the KMP and JMP
could be likened to a biological analogy – the relation between organs that have
similar functions in different organisms, and do not share acommon evolution-
ary origin or embryological basis (e.g. lungs of mammals andtrachea of insects,
wings of insects and wings of birds).
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Appendix: the list of 100 verbs provided by Yang (1979)
stem verb suffixed form passive causative

(1) pota ‘see’ poita
√ √

(2) ssata‘excrete’ ssaita
√ √

(3) ketta‘roll up, fold up’ kethita
√ √

(4) mekta‘eat’ mekhita/mekita
√ √

(5) palpta‘step on’ palphita
√ √

(6) epta ‘carry, take x on one’s
back’

ephita
√ √

(7) ilkta ‘read’ ilkhita
√ √

(8) capta‘catch, seize’ caphita
√ √

(9) ciphta ‘lean on (a cane, etc.)’ ciphhita
√ √

(10) ccikta ‘print’ ccikhita
√ √

(11) kalta ‘whet, sharpen’ kallita
√ √

(12) kalta ‘plow, cultivate’ kallita
√ √

(13) kkulta ‘pull, draw’ kkullita
√ √

(14) nwuluta‘press’ nwullita
√ √

(15) talta ‘hang, attach’ tallita
√ √

(16) tulta ‘lift up’ tullita
√ √

(17) ttalwuta‘follow, go after’ ttallita
√ √

(18) mwulta ‘bite, hold x in one’s
mouth’

mwullita
√ √

(19) puluta‘call, sing’ pullita
√ √

(20) pulta ‘blow’ pullita
√ √

(21) ppalta‘wash (clothes)’ ppallita
√ √

(22) sitta ‘load’ sillita
√ √

(23) thelta ‘shake off, beat off’ thellita
√ √

(24) thulta ‘twist’ thullita
√ √

(25) phulta‘solve, undo’ phullita
√ √

(26) helta ‘break, destroy’ hellita
√ √

(27) kamta‘wind x (roundy)’ kamkita
√ √

(28) kamta‘wash (hair)’ kamkita
√ √

(29) kkakkta‘cut, shave’ kkakkita
√ √
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(30) takkta‘wipe, polish’ takkita
√ √

(31) mwukkta‘bind, tie up’ mwukkita
√ √

(32) pista‘comb’ piskita
√ √

(33) ssista‘wash’ ssista
√ √

(34) anta ‘hold, embrace’ ankita
√ √

(35) ssahta‘pile up, stack’ ssahita
√

?
(36) thuta‘open, breakx open’ thuita

√
?

(37) phata‘dig, carve’ phaita
√

?
(38) kkocta‘stick in, stab’ kkochita

√
?

(39) tatta ‘shut, close’ tathita
√

?
(40) tephta‘cover’ tephhita

√
?

(41) twicipta ‘reverse, turn inside
out’

twiciphita
√

?

(42) maycta‘tie’ maychita
√

?
(43) mwutta‘bury’ mwuthita

√
?

(44) encta‘put, lay’ enchita
√

?
(45) icta ‘forget’ ichita

√
?

(46) cepta‘fold’ cephita
√

?
(47) ccikta ‘stamp’ ccikhita

√
?

(48) ccikta ‘hack, cut’ ccikhita
√

?
(49) ccikta ‘photograph, shoot’ ccikhita

√
?

(50) kaluta ‘divide, split’ kallita
√

?
(51) kelta ‘hang, suspend’ kellita

√
?

(52) malta ‘roll’ mallita
√

?
(53) (may)talta‘hang, suspend’ (may)tallita

√
?

(54) milta ‘push, shove’ millta
√

?
(55) yelta ‘open’ yellita

√
?

(56) huntulta‘shake, wave’ huntullita
√

?
(57) kkunhta‘cut, sever’ kkunhkita

√
?

(58) nakkta‘catch (a fish, etc.), en-
trap’

nakkkita
√

?

(59) ttutta ‘pluck, tear off’ ttutkita
√

?
(60) sekkta‘mix’ sekkita

√
?
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(61) nohta‘put, place’ nohita
√

??
(62) ssuta‘use’ ssuita

√
??

(63) makta‘block up’ makhita
√

??
(64) kalta ‘replace, change’ callita

√
??

(65) tutta ‘hear, listen to’ tullita
√

??
(66) pelta ‘earn, gain’ pellita

√
??

(67) caluta ‘cut, sever’ callita
√

??
(68) thelta ‘rob’ thellita

√
??

(69) kkekkta‘break, bend, fold’ kkekkita
√

??
(70) (twulle)ssata‘wrap’ (twulle)ssaita

√
*

(71) mouta‘collect’ moita
√

*
(72) chata‘kick’ chaita

√
*

(73) tulpokkta‘bully, nag’ tulpokkita
√

*
(74) kulkta ‘scratch’ kulkhita

√
*

(75) pakta‘knock in, drive in’ pakhita
√

*
(76) ppopta‘pull out, draw out’ ppophita

√
*

(77) (son)kkopta‘count on one’s
fingers, regardx asy’

(son)kkophita
√

*

(78) ppetta‘spread, extend’ ppethita
√

*
(79) ppayasta‘deprive’ ppayaskita

√
*

(80) ccochta‘chase, run after’ ccochkita
√

*
(81) ccicta ‘tear, rip’ ccickita

√
*

(82) nwuta‘excrete’ nwuita *
√

(83) ipta ‘put on, wear (clothes)’ iphita *
√

(84) mwulta‘pay (a fine, etc.)’ mwullita *
√

(85) alta ‘know’ allita *
√

(86) nemta‘go over, pass’ nemkita *
√

(87) mathta‘keep, take charge of’ mathkita *
√

(88) pesta‘take off (clothes), strip
oneself of’

peskita *
√

(89) ppumta‘blow off, spout’ ppumkita *
√

(90) sinta‘put on (shoes, etc.)’ sinkita *
√

(91) phumta‘hold, embrace’ phumkita *
√
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(92) kkita ‘put on (a ring, etc.), fix’ kkiwuta *
√

(93) meyta ‘carry x on the shoul-
der’

meywuta *
√

(94) ssuta‘write’ ssuywuta *
√

(95) ssuta‘put on (a hat, etc.)’ ssuywuta *
√

(96) cita ‘carry x on one’s back’ ciwuta *
√

(97) chata ‘wear (a belt, a watch,
etc.), carry (a sword, etc.)’

chaywuta *
√

(98) chita ‘tie (ankle bands, etc.)’ chiwuta *
√

(99) thata‘ride, take (a train, etc.)’ thaywuta *
√

(100) chita ‘take (an exam, etc.)’ chilwuta *
√
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Notes
∗ I would like to thank Peter Sells, Beth Levin, Ivan Sag, Hee-Soo Kim,

Prashant Pardeshi, and Qing-Mei Lee for valuable comments and discussions.
Thanks also to two anonymous JEAL reviewers for their insightful comments,
and to Shinyoung Park, Hansook Lee, and Bruno Estigarribia for their help.

1 Throughout the paper, I take the liberty of using the terms subject, object,
etc. to refer to their referents.

2 Generally, the adversative implicature is more strongly felt for a possessive
passive than for a direct passive (Yang (1979, 46)). This might be related to the
fact that in a possessive passive the subject is more “foregrounded” (possibly by
posessor ascension; Yeon (2003)).

3 The causative and (di)transitive uses have been often grouped together; see
Park (1994) for motivation to distinguish them.

4 The list is reproduced in the appendix, with translation andnotational mod-
ifications. Note that judgements on the causativizablity/transitivizability of some
verbs vary among speakers (Yang (1979, fn.2), Baek (1997), H. Kim (2004)).

5 The number of the verbs that cause such sentential ambiguityis very limited,
as many verbs that can be passivized with-i/hi/li/ki cannot be used in a possessive
passive (K. Kim (1994)); see below.

6 I do not assume, however, that the varieties of the JMP are distinct uses of
the passive morpheme-(r)are; see below.

7 The restriction on passives with an inanimate-subject and adative-marked
agent is loosened also when the sentence is understood as a “characterization” of
the subject (Masuoka (1987, 188-91)):

(i) a. Kono
this

zassi-wa
magazine-Top

zyuudai-no
teenager-Gen

wakamono-ni
youth-Dat

yoku
well

yom-are-te-i-ru.
read-Pass-Gerund-Asp-Pres

‘This magazine is read by many teenagers.’
b. ?Kono

this
zassi-wa
magazine-Top

Taro-ni
Taro-Dat

yom-are-te-i-ru.
read-Pass-Gerund-Asp-Pres

‘This magazine is read by Taro.’

A similar phenomenon is observed in Korean too (Park (1994, 203)):
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(ii) a. Ku
that

chayk-i
book-Nom

manhun
many

salam.tul-eykey
people-Dat

ilk-hi-ess-ta.
read-Pass-Past-Ind

‘That book was read by many people.’
b. ?Ku

that
chayk-i
book-Nom

Inho-eykey
Inho-Dat

ilk-hi-ess-ta.
read-Pass-Past-Ind

‘That book was read by Inho.’

8 Thanks to the anonymous reviewer who brought this point to myattention.
9 A similar pattern can be observed with a pair ofactive benefactive/non-

benefactive sentences, although the contrast is somewhat less conspicuous:

(i) a. Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-no
Hanako-Gen

kami-o
hair-Acc

kit-ta.
cut-Past

‘Taro cut Hanako’s hair.’
b. Taro-ga

Taro-Nom
Hanako-no
Hanako-Gen

kami-o
hair-Acc

kitte-yat-ta.
cut-Ben-Past

‘Taro cut Hanako’s hair for her sake.’

(ia) conveys a nuance that Mary was adversely affected (although the neutral in-
tepretation is possible too), while (ib) does not.

10 As mentioned in Section 2.3, some researchers argue that thepassive use
of -i/hi/li/ki arose from the causative use, rather than the other way around. The
directionality of this semantic divergence is, however, irrelevant to the present ar-
gument.

11 H. Kim (2004) reports that certain verbs (e.g.pota ‘see’, tulta ‘lift’) do not
gain an adversative meaning when passivized. This suggeststhe possibility that
the adversative meaning of the KMP is encoded at the lexical level (i.e. verbs with
the passive morpheme), rather than at the morphological level (i.e. the passive
morpheme itself).

12 The other 9 verbs ((91-100) in the list) can be suffixed with the causative
morpheme-wu/lwu, but cannot be causativized or passivized with-i/hi/li/ki .

13 Class I corresponds to (1-69) of Yang’s list, Class II (70-81) and Class III
(82-91); (35-69) are marginal cases.

14 Class II can be divided in the same manner, but this distinction is irrelevant
to the discussion to follow.

15 Exceptions to the described generalization are:(twulle)ssata‘wrap’, mouta
‘collect’, (son)kkopta‘count on one’s fingers’,ppetta‘spread, extend’ in class II
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which seem not to lexically implicate an adversative effect; ppoptahas an inher-
ently benefactive meaning too, i.e., ‘elect (somebody as a chief, etc.)’. The Class
III verbs in Yang’s list do not include any inherently malefactive verb.

16 Interestingly, the “translation” of a causative like (52a)in Japanese readily
allows different interpretations of the implicit possessor of the stem object.

(i) Taro-ga
Taro-Nom

Hanako-ni
Hanako-Dat

kami-o
hair-Acc

kir-ase-ta.
cut-Caus-Past.

‘Taroi made Hanakoj cut hisi/herj/(?)hisk hair.’
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